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On the other hand, Sophia and Stanley raced out of the university campus in
their bikes next to each other to the cyber cafe to play some games.

Once they reached the cyber cafe, everyone from the Egame Club of Bayside
University was already here. As there was a special event on the ‘Swordsman
Game’ today, everyone had already logged on to the game, preparing to form a
team to attack one of the dungeons.

Right after Stanley arrived, everyone greeted him. “Stan’s here!”

“Stan, is this… your girlfriend?”

Stanley patted Sophia’s shoulder and introduced her to everyone.

“Guys, you can just call her Sophia.”

Everyone understood him and exchanged meaningful looks with each other.

Sophia did not make any unnecessary small talks with them. Instead, she found
a computer and logged on to the game. The entire gaming area in the cyber cafe
was booked by them so that everyone would have fun playing the ‘Swordsman
Game’.

Stanley deliberately popped over and looked at Sophia’s account to check out
her character. Luckily, Sophia merely logged on to her side account. Though it
was a side account, it had leveled up a lot for the past few days, and she had



slowly accumulated all the necessary equipment so that she would not be too
weak among the Egame Club.

Initially, Stanley thought Sophia was just playing the game for fun; he did not
expect that she was a pretty good-looking swordsman in the game with decent
equipment and high experience level. He deliberately took a bench and sat next
to her. “Come on, Sophia. Attack a monster to show me your skills.”

Sophia was proud of herself. “No problem!”

I was the Handsomest and Wealthiest in the entire server!

Even though it was in the past!

There had never been a girl member in the Egame Club, so everyone was
curious when a girl, who seemed to know how to play online games, joined them.
Hence, they surrounded her and said, “Sophia, show us your attacks!”

“We want to have a look at your level!”

After putting on her headphones, Sophia found the most powerful monster of her
level and started attacking solo.

“Sophie, this monster is quite powerful. Don’t kill yourself trying to show off!”
Stanley teased her.

Without another word, Sophia barged into the monster’s area and started
maneuvering her character to attack the monster. Her fingers were like a
machine that hit on the mechanical keyboard continuously. Once she started
attacking, her attacks were impressive, and she managed to connect them
seamlessly. It was obvious that she was a skilled player.

A sudden silence fell in the gaming area until someone said impressively, “Damn,
Sophia. You are amazing!”



“I can’t believe that such a pretty girl is so powerful in the game!”

“Take me as your disciple, Sophia!”

Even Stanley’s expression changed from being mildly interested to being serious.

Gosh, I never expected that Sophia is so skilled!

After Sophia finished that round, everyone was impressed by her, and they
clapped simultaneously.

“Sophia, you are so powerful! Come join our club!”

“There isn’t a single girl in our club! If only you can join us!”

Seeing that Sophia was so skilled in the game, Stanley’s interest was piqued. He
came to the computer next to her and logged on to his account in the game.
While looking at the screen, he spoke, “Sophie, don’t move. I’ll look for you and
add you as a friend.”

After killing the monster, Sophia stood outside the dungeon to take a breather
while drinking Coke as she waited for Stanley to add her.

Suddenly, a familiar character walked to her—Snow Fox.

F*ck! Isn’t this the Snow Fox I’ve once kidnapped?

Luckily I’m just using my side account. He shouldn’t be able to recognize me.

However, Snow Fox walked right to her and spoke, ‘Sophia, add me.’

“Pfft. Cough!”



Shocked, Sophia looked at Stanley, who was sitting right next to her, as if she
had seen a ghost. Then, she eyed his account.

Stanley Fletcher is Snow Fox!!!

Seeing Sophia’s shocked and fearful expression, Stanley was proud of himself.
“What’s wrong? You didn’t expect that I’m one of the most famous characters in
the game, did you? I’m the top player of the entire server, and the clan master of
the game. Once, I even had an even match with Sirius the Monster!”

Sophia was silent upon hearing that.

“You know Sirius233, right? That is the No.1 most savage monster of the Bayside
server! He raped and killed countless innocents. He had done so much harm to
mankind in the game. Back then, in order to eliminate the evil, I fought Sirius
alone. The fight was a magnificent one!”

Sophia continued to remain silent.

Looking at Sophia’s shocked expression, everyone started commending Stanley,
“Stan is the most powerful character in our club!”

“The battle between Stan and Sirius233 the Monster was incredible! You must
have seen that too, Sophia!”

“I wonder where Sirius the Monster is right now. Last time around, he killed
everyone in our club. If I find out who he is in real life, we will definitely ask Stan
to rape him before killing him!”

Sophia laughed weakly. “Hahahah… hah…”

Luckily, I logged on to my side account! If I had used my main account, I would
have been dead by now!



Remember to keep a low profile… Remember to keep a low profile…

Stanley must never know that I’m Sirius233.

Well, I have to admit that when Call Me Taylor died, I did kill many people
uncontrollably. However, raping and killing innocents is something that I took the
blame for in the place of someone else.

The bunch of gaming nerds started attacking monsters together once they
entered the game. Everyone in the Egame Club was in the same clan, with
Stanley being the clan master. Although the clan was relatively new, there were
many powerful characters within. With the addition of Sophia, their combat power
had increased to another level.

Since Stanley wanted to have a duel with Sophia, she accepted his invite while
the rest just watched them.

When their battle was getting more interesting, someone beside them suddenly
exclaimed, “Help! Sirius233 the Monster has appeared!”

Sophia was shocked to hear that. Didn’t my account get hijacked by Scary
Phoenix? I can’t log on to that at all! Did Scary Phoenix use my account to join
the game?

What the f*ck is going on?

Someone beside them was yelling, “Stan, come here! Sirius is on a killing spree
again!”

Stanley immediately became serious. “I’ll be right there.”

What’s wrong with Uncle Michael? Why did he release Sirius?



After he rushed to where the action was, he reminded everyone, “Switch on
bystander mode immediately. Don’t join the fight recklessly.”

Sophia also walked to Sirius233 anxiously. She was curious to see the person
maneuvering Sirius behind the screen.

After they rushed to the spot, they first saw many corpses on the ground. Sure
enough, Sirius was on a killing mode again, and he killed everyone he saw. Once
he got online, he already killed dozens of players.

No one had any idea what drug Sirius had was on. He looked like the
reincarnation of the Underworld God, with fumes of black smoke trailing from his
head and red eyes, killing anyone he met immediately. Even if one had switched
the bystander mode on, he would also kill them. The number of players who died
in the game were so overwhelming that the game was laggy.

Staying silent, a chill ran down Sophia’s spine. In reality, there was a flurry of
movements as Stanley designed some tactics to surround Sirius quietly so that
they could destroy him this time around.

Many shrieks could be heard from the game as the system notification kept
notifying everyone that certain players were killed by Sirius. Looking at Sirius in
the game, Sophia noticed that he was using the exact same killing tactics as her.
If she weren’t the real Sirius, she would not have suspected that this Sirius was
controlled by someone else.

What the holy f*ck is going on? Has my account been hacked?

Suddenly, someone else exclaimed, “Gosh, Scary Phoenix is here!”


